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Foreword
Parnassus 1992 is just the latest installment in the long
history of this literary publication at Taylor. Its existence is a
cherished and necessary one, as the only university outlet for
poetry and fiction, and as a relatively painless way for young
writers to experiment with publication.
As any long-time
observer will note, the quality just keeps getting better. Every
year it becomes a difficult question of how to improve on the
previous Parnassus.
This year, the editors and the faculty adviser began with
some specific goals. Most important, we set out to print only
what we felt was the best of student work, even if this entailed
a more complicated selection process and resulted in a muchstreamlined magazine. Second, to improve on the annual contest
which had, in past years, involved experimentation with
categories that weren't quite successful, in addition to an
inefficient, confusing judging procedure. Third, to try a new
look, if there were any new looks out there to be had.
Achieving the first goal did prove difficult. All members of
the staff being highly-opinionated, we often had clashing ideas
as we reviewed the anonymous submissions. Eventually we
concurred, though hardly unanimously, on a final product that
includes 32 poems and 10 stories, from a selection of
approximately 200 entries.
We also revised the contest, dividing the fiction into two
categories: short fiction (fewer than 1,000 words) and longer
fiction (1,000-3,000 words). This year the fiction section is, in
our opinion, exceptionally strong.
At the beginning of the academic year, we spoke of
replacing the traditional judging committee with a single judge,
possibly a poet or professor from a nearby community. We were
highly honored to have Alice Friman as judge of the literary
contest for 1992. Ms. Friman, a professor of writing at the
University of Indianapolis, is a nationally-known poet whose
work has appeared in the leading poetry journals, as well as
having published several books. On April 28, Ms. Friman gave
a reading at Taylor, concluding by announcing the winners of the
contest.
Aside from the first, second and third place submissions in
each category, we have also designated as "honorable mention"
those works that did not place but that Ms. Friman mentioned
she had enjoyed. "Editors' Choice," a designation begun last
year, is our version of honorable mention, recognizing nonprizewinning poems and/or stories that the Editors especially
liked.
For these reasons and more, we are excited by the
publication of Parnassus 1992. With the budget-cutting going on
all around us, this magazine is small but meaningful proof that
Taylor is still concerned to support the arts.

The Editors
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Jill Anderson

Fire Pen
The glow from a swift hand
holding a mute two edged sword
sparks words of pre-meditated worth;
The wrath of the mind
taken out on scrap paper
is later stuck in a pocket to be forgotten.

1

Kenneth Clarke

driving away from home
the west's sun shifts
out bands of fiery orange
left by the heels of its fleeing form
its fingers leaving grey smudges
across the east
and i went to bed with
lightning on my mind
driving through troubled anvil
heads having fed off lake michigan
lose themselves wet to the
wanton open mouths
of fields falling
i escape the embraces of family
leaving them standing indoors
unmovable in my memory
where i last saw them as
crude garden statues with
moss growing inside eyes and earlobes
harmless as lightning my questions crackle
inside softened stony heads
their word lies dirty and wet
under flower leaves in tree roots
which i walk between
words i can't see and never hear
for i go to bed with lightning
on my mind and harmlessly it drowns
sight and sound selfishly
pulling all eyes to itself
embracing watchers with thunder
november 1991

I

2

fort wayne rescue mission
my legs are crushed so i
can only sit and wave my arms
at the pain that draws blue velvet
curtains in front of the sun
i pray-no cry out-either i am
finished off to end this or a bag lady
will bind my legs with the
winter rags she wears
the last one
not a good citizen
who will save anything
like trash for recycling
someone who sees copper
lacing under my skin but
will not strip mine
then i will realize tears taste
like oranges on the inside
and our bed will be sprinkled
with snow shaken from sparrows wings
as they come home to mud nests
through a water rotted roof plank

cottage
bashful white wild flowers
sleep in cottage doorway light
involuntarily sparkling a path
to rusted bars and chains
of a forgotten childhood swing set
to where my shadow stretches
and sits on splintering yellow seats
selfishly occupying both swings

Clarke

spring's lust
dressed in ragweed and queen ann's lace
we squeeze mulberry children from the reach
of frothing cottonwoods
and lust for the tears of staining concord grapes
our embrace is circled by the phantom whirl
around diana
above that chapped lips of tree trunks being
the taste of blood to my moistened words
if we lay on the grass and wait
for the wind to sound the battle cry
the leaves will heed ares' call
to tumble down our parched red throats
place my head-ache of self-consciousness
amidst the august of
an October revolution hymn
no that breast is dry
the other is cut flowing
kurdish blood tatoos crowds
of men standing in fields of wheat
undress the women and chase them into the sea
so that god's waves may love
and carry their bodies to the sands of kronos
which violently pull men to follow
leaders into dung heaps gulfing steel mills
and their sky-scraping off spring
i will only listen to the
crackle of earthworms eating marl
after march showers
and breathe the ozone-laced wind of thunder
to find the rhythm beating in my chest
and the virginity of words
april 13, 1991

Clarke

fathom
fog in layers like
auction house smoke
curls across the marsh end
where limbs stew half-immersed
in green water
and floating lentil algae
open throats
sound a hundred drops
in a hair clogged porcelain sink
imprisoning the sewer humid night air
take my lake heart
through your fingers
break its surface with colored pebbles
and pushing rings that crest against each other
five into my depths and lie
on the weedy green bottom
until the weight seeps into your pores
i am asking you to breathe
with the blue gill
shadows swimming above

editors' choice

Clarke

Robert John Donahue

(dark)shine
the rubble of twilight carves halos
for pedestrians, obviates clocks,
makes a hobby of sighs (the
quiet ships in lamplight, messianic
from a second-story window desperation)
even hitler was a child
in the darkshine, under a veil
of schoolyard desolation
(new injuries and words that hide
in a dull mouth) in the place
of a wanton twilight jungle gym
"if anything could change your sillhouette,
i'd not recommend it"

a great deal of joy.
it doesn't matter that the demons
dig me a grave, it matters little
if the government lies, i have as
many reasons to live as i have excuses
for killing myself, i might have
pretty hands and a fractured psyche
and i might not have a great deal
of joy, but i have eyes
on the infinite storm-raped sky
and i am finally jumping
from the train
that circles indecisive.

6

Smiling, Smiling, Smiling.
Chaos and days drive some to religion
to impose a structure on rebellious Life
but you can't imprison God with words
or wall him up in human myths-his creation must bloom
erratically, bright, and stricken
with pain and ecstasy, in need
of more who are in on the joke of "time,"
who stare Life in its deep, androgynous eyes,
drunk with possibilities,
kissing with the tongue
and smiling, smiling, smiling.

Entry No. 13
She parcels words like accidents
sans care, "if it breaks..." (a shrug),
and blames the sun for shadows
, neverminding the rain.
her tongue's a gymnast
engaged in a battling kiss,
and the ache that we fed
is costing nothing but the sum of remembrance.

near the writhing
lips
soiled
(sweetly) near the writhing wood
--the night lake leprous,
clinging.
i yielded
(flushed) and you said
to stop shivering.

Donahue

7

tumbledown Saturday.
Stale wine with pizza
in the factory alley
playing double solitaire on
crates of debris. You slipped your fingers
in my pocket to count the coins
all the while whispering about
cathedrals in spring. I left my cards
half-played, yours half-unplayed
and we walked a slow mile to Third Street,
stopping at Ray's last party of the year
to smile at the spilling soft chaos
happening. We climbed
the plush red steps to a room
of old floral wallpaper gently peeling,
where broken windows spread
the thin light of another wasted
afternoon on the heads and faces
animate, congregating in rapt
couples and severals. In the corner
a record played uncertain through
hastily mismatched speakers;
you latched to me and we danced
'round the stubborn
shimmering conversations 'till
Ray's parents came home at eight
to send us all, politely,
our ways
in the particular cold.

third place poem

Donahue

Joanna Dryden

Chapter two
I will stand on my watch tower
and wait for you
I will look to find your answer
My resounding questions echo
like lost children
but I know that you know
in the end
how the puzzle will fit
So today I climb my watch tower
to see the lands before me
Today you lend perspective.

9

David Fischer

Shanti House
With brief erratic sparks of light
The fireflies herald the dusk
Which creeps in quietly, shrouding the page
Being read by the figure on the porch
Rocking gently to and fro in the evening cool
Birds feeding their young in the knot of a tree
Across the street
Turn the lesson read into one observed
Force the gentle closing of the book as the eyes widen

(2 June 91)

third place poem

10

Jena Habegger

I, the leaf

I am change in still-life
(photo opportunity here)
keep a lasting remembrance
say a thousand words
aren't you going to bring your cameras?
aren't you going to arrange this picture?
put more leaves around the tombstone
stand beside it and don't move
chameleon leaves
chameleon me
sit quietly
watch me turn
(big wind)
and fall.

I, the leaf
(Part II: Reflection)
It seems to me that trees should be able to stand
on their own-without anyone holding them up. But I've
seen a lot on the ground lately-knocked over by some
force greater than the innate strength of the trees.
They crack like glass, but I don't really think they
shatter. Which leads me to believe that when they fall it
is some sort of heroic death-without a rain of tears.
But a lot of trees have been lying on the ground
lately. Cold and dead. Leafless and lifeless. And I feel
sorry for them because I know how it is to be pushed over
and to fall. I think it happened to me once. Or twice. I
don't remember anymore. I went where the trees go and
there is no remembrance here. Only tree bliss-which is a
sunny day.

11

The Anger Hate (and What I Did)
I made a stake.
My stake.
With a sharp sword point.
And I'm stabbing the ground.
Big ugly ground.
Deserves it.
Over and over.
Again and again.
I made a big hole.
I think the ground cried.
I guess it yelled "stop."
Or something
I'm really not listening.
It is my stake.
And I don't care about the ground,
the ground deserves it.
Who cares.
Deeper and deeper.
The hole is big.
Really big.
So I'm climbing down into it.
Down. Down.
And I'm laying there.
I'm laying here until I stop breathing.
Then I'll feel better.
My anger is in the hole.
But I'm not.
Gone.
Bitter ugly black.
Gone.
But I took my stake with me.
Because it's mine.
The ground can't have it.
It's mine.
Mine!
And I'm looking down.
Into the hole from here.
And laughing.
Laughing like a murderess...

Habegger

Painted Poppies

Painted Poppies on the wall garden
laughter to make them grow
and breath as a cruel gift in return
for worry and sorrow

coughing children
ask me questions again
which aren't important to the Painted Poppies
so i pretend i am deaf
in days the dirt gets shorter
and so my patience with children
for hours does the sun tick
because seconds are too unnecessary
rain
the stained wall cracks
and left am i
in the garden
breathing the gift I want to give back
to the poppies.

Rapid Eye Movement
Now
time
search
silly
snake
plagues
dreams
edge
blanket.

is
the
to
for the
who
my
at
the
of my

honorable mention

Habbegger

13

Fielde Klein

Snowblowing (1991)
The tips of mismatched snowflakes
clicked arbitrarily against the windowpane.
She dreamt of shrinking...
Of at once being the size of a pinprick.
Riding along like an ant on a frisbee,
Her own will abolished and ignored.
Following the swirling path-an icy itinerary;
a marvelous mystical, mission.

Effortlessly flying-frostily free.

Green Tea Afternoon (1991)
The weather's rainy,
And my feet are
Steeping
In a puddle of green water
About ankle's depth.
I fall into the ripples
While I dream in pleasant
Circles.
It feels so warm and slippery
As I watch my feet go pruny.

14

Jaunting With A Marble Pouch (1992)
Walking on the left hand side,
my marble pouch is swinging.
I skip-my rhythm sharp and bright,
like childhood songs I'm singing.
I seek, through foggy, salt-stained streets,
The place where the roads are leading;
And mists, they greet my face head on
like armies of ghosts retreating.

Klein

Henry David Jones

Face Paint and Cap Guns
Where are you, Joey (or is it Joe now)
What happened to our face paint and cap guns
Our inane arguments (you CANT shoot through leaves,
Dave)
Why don't we all skip church
And peel away in your 50 dollar car
(we won't get caught, you know)
Why don't we just drive nowhere with our Sears jackets
And parent forced apparel fully in place
As always, we'll smoke your Marlboro 100's
(mark and I laughed about that)
And Mark will tip ashes all over the back seat
And catch my eye and I'll blush
(but laugh anyways)
The engine sounds like its going to whine into a fireball
Any second
(only the first two gears work, you know)
We'll stop the car with roaring laughter
(because the brakes sure as hell won't do it)
Where are you Joey (or is it Joe now)
In the Philippines perhaps, still wearing your face paint
(but replacing the caps with bullets)
Did you marry the first girl you laid?
(like a store owner hangs his first buck
conspicuously on the wall)
Do I know you better than either one of us had imagined?
(or desired)
I didn't mean to miss your wedding, Joey
(I just didn't mean to attend)
Give me a call when you get home, Joey
I've still got the best gun
(the one with the REAL shotgun strap I bought at K-Mart)
lying motionless in the closet covered with dust
(it's right next to our childhoods, Joey
so I know I can find it)

editors' choice

16

Jeffrey McKenzie

Notes before Leaving
Listen. Before I look to speak,
you will have catalogued
the readying stop of my mouth,
tight as a lowercase letter,
what I will ask you to write,
a bare narration
in all the freedom of a secret
released, lightly penned,
leaving no impressions
on the page after the last.
And after the silence
that often comes with closure,
after no one has questioned
where I have gone,
tell them I've invented
a perpetual motion machine;
say I've appeared on the long side
of a forest, nothing in my hands;
remind them that when the trees speak,
they only repeat the wind.

Dates
With growth the birth scar
stretches, the forcep mark
now still gnarled above the brow,
hairless, sterile as
land burned and left fallow
where nothing will hold root.
Then perhaps skin turned
upon itself is one
in the hints of infinity
we've known ourselveswherever the light goes,
sound's wailed
rebound, the glass corridors
of opposing mirrorsin these, eyes corner
far too slowly,
as following one walking,
as scanning, reading rows
of headstones,
ending with the husband and wife,
their plot so carefully reserved,
one still living—
the etched dash, like a rib,
punctures the adjacent space,
the untouched stone.

McKenzie

Using the Urinal After Donald Hall
You stuffed three books
under your arm,
your Old and New Poems,
The Essential Etheridge Knight,
and one I didn't recognize,
stacked in order of size.
You took care of everything
with one hand,
never thinking to let go
of those poems, or set them down
where, on this one day,
I might find them.

second place poem

McKenzie

Steven Marc Richard

The Muse.
October 1991
Erotic mantis feeds my mind
Daylight comes, I leave her behind
She just lies there looking like she knows...
Like she knew all along.
Coffee at a shop with a friend.
He says, "Yeah, yeah, yeah..."
I say, "Listen to this," and out comes blood
And the world is my tongue.
And I tell her about it.
She's bright eyed anyway.
But she just lies there
Looking like she knows
She must have known all along.

(You silly boy)

20

The Night Before His Lover Came.
August 1991
They sat on the slide-steps
Smoking a peculiar blend
Of wisdom and regret.
Hiding the embers between their knees, he said:
"I'd love to kiss you."
And she said:
"It's so very strange."
And they smoked to the butts.

Richard

The Big Hat.
May 1991
Like your eyes have anything to do
With the blood around your thighs
And the stench of stale love
Or old love
Or just plain love
Which dies.
Like we thought it could be different
If we just thought hard enough
Or just moved fast enough
Or just fished around in the Big Hat
For something to kill hate with.

Richard

Amy M. Schnupp

Breaking Through
Your lover says you have always been
alone, from the beginning, and he
does not change the simple fact.
That even in sex, the skin holds back
the rushing blood from tossing
together, that there will always be
that dulling layer. In the morning
your rhythm will be off again,
him breathing in short, syncopated gasps,
your breath coming silent and slow.
The best we can hope for, he says,
is a child, both a multiplication
and division of ourselves, whose
blood and soul will be mixed, whose
eyes can be yours, the nose mine,
who may even like Berlioz, like you.
You think it is the saddest
thing of all: this self-containment
that nothing can solve. You hope
there may be something in death,
but know that when he goes,
the dazed eyes will finally re-focus,
the feeling of something just-amputated
will heal with little trace.
The only way would be together,
flying in an airplane, driving
a doomed car, reaching
for his hand right before
the truck hit, the moment of beginning
to feel. A crowd would gather
afterward, a solemn
circled wake, whispering
it was not so terrible, you
see their smiles, see
how her slumped head fits so
neatly under his chin, like
two pieces of a puzzle.

first place poem

23

Fallow
My sister is having a baby, and we
are celebrating. Word has spread now, to even
the most distant aunts and cousins.
Nine months seems so long, to see
whose eyes it will have, whether it will
come out screaming like a man.
Here, we do it early. At twenty
my mother, sister, some friends
married. Two, three years later
their stomachs start to grow. We
others feel them, say we
wish it were contagious, wish
we had our own little life, our own group
of expanding cells to push out
the waists of our jeans.
I have aborted all of mine. Young,
I send them secret away, warn them of
eager, surging sperm who will someday want
to steal them. It is a shame,
this blood, this tiny
heart head sucking thumb I find lifeless
on my underwear. But still they are
mine, whom I love enough to spare.
There is some question, what kind of
woman am I, whose ovaries run
needlessly, whose body serves no one,
who says no to a man to a child, no
I will not be your garden, lie
flat and still and wait for your good
water, wait stretched open for your shiny
fruit to grow.

Schnupp

War Crimes
I know there is a war going on somewhere but I sit
anyway in the chair let them take chapped bony fingers
lather my hair let them guide expert scissors chop and
then sweep up, with a red broom.
God, she says, your roots are really showing.
I let twelve marines get killed today while I watched safe
over my mother's shoulder her squeeze oils onto a square
of taped glass, smash them with a wide brush into a peagreen on the canvas.
Two children died, they said, suffocated inside black
masks, to protect them from deadly gas. I myself felt
faint from turpentine, mineral spirits mixing, sat huddled
on the floor with my head low, a can of Coke against my
forehead.
She called to the sleeping model, your head is rolling to
one side, mixing up the Prussian blue to shade his black
skin. In the light his nipple was erect, at attention ready
to aim fire but the large floppy folds of his penis lay to one
side, asleep and at ease.
On TV they showed the enemy, their women and children
crowding around with yellowed eyes and dried-up breasts
(and the anchorman did not cry: you knew later he would
tell his wife it-was-just-a-plot-to-get-our-damnedsympathy, as though it were not his human race).
It's all right, my lover whispered, shutting off the
television, it's all right we can forget. But above his latersoft snoring I listened intently, dog-like, for the sound of
a body bag being dropped on my doorstep.

Schnupp

25

Open Window
I remember air like this, coming
through small screen squares,
air like summer
in spring, air like wedding
soup fed to me from a chipped plate
in your mother's burnt-toast kitchen;
wedding soup,
though there would be no wedding.
I remember air like this, rippling
up my back lying on the tiger
blanket on your bed,
air like this, coming
through your kisses over
clenched white bones of finger
points chiseling every move into my skin,
a sound that screams, pierces
every now and then, leaves
paper-thin fragments of yesterday
scattered around, when I remember
air like this coming, still coming
(the sun still rises and music
beats its drum death march)
still bursts through small screen
squares, mosquitoes squeezing in
through the darkness, clamoring
at my desk light, clamoring at
my fragrant skin, like
mail never having received notice
that we don't live here anymore.

Schnupp
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Amy M. Schnupp

Storm Watch
My mother has been preparing for the storm that will
someday destroy us.
She has always been afraid of storms. She says she has
good reason, too, that her childhood was unhappy. Her mother
drank and her father worked too much. Finally she bought one
of those weather-alert radios, so she can be notified by an
alarm of bad weather anywhere in a two-hundred mile radius
and take cover before the rains even hit.
We are watching television when the alarm first goes off.
The TV has already started to go; on the screen, the actors'
torsos are dissected by a wavering horizontal line. We hear my
mother in the kitchen, sitting anxiously on the edge of a chair,
listening. Then she comes into the family room. "Tornado
watch," she says. "You'll have to turn that off."
She does it herself, then walks out. "Good lord," Brian
says, lifting himself from where we are sunken into the couch.
"What is her problem?"
"Sorry. She gets weird in bad weather." We sit and look
at each other. "What should we do, then?"
In the kitchen, we find my mother filling a box: stubby
white candles, a cigarette lighter from when she used to smoke
(my father and I wish she would start up again; life has been
such hell lately),gauze strips, first-aid ointment, and a thermos
of cold, clean water. "Water," she says, when Brian looks
puzzled. "In 1969, we were in the basement for two days
straight. The water got contaminated. Eve here was only a
baby. She could've gotten dehydrated, you know. Never
forget the water."
We go out on the screened-in porch where we can hear
the rain coming down hard. It has been the hottest July on
record and all we want to do during the day is sleep, but now it
is finally dark and the air is cool and moving a little. A few
cars go by, slowly because it is hard to see, their tail-lights
reflecting red on the brick street. The alarm sounds again
inside the house. Brian is kissing me when my mother comes
out.
"Excuse me." We smile at her. "They've spotted a
funnel cloud in Alliance. I think it's time to go downstairs."
Inside, she opens the kitchen windows a few inches then
tucks the box under her arm. "Carl," she calls into the den.
"It's time." We follow her down the steep stairs, still covered
in black linoleum from two remodeling ago.
We have a full basement, with a cold stone floor that my
father, for some reason, has painted bright red. Half the walls
are red, too, and then a burnt orange where he ran out of red
paint. He is color blind and they look fine to him. The floor

is covered with clothes waiting for the washer. Along one
entire wall are shelves of canned food and old Tupperware that
my mother got tired of; she can't stand pastels anymore.
Against the longest wall is my father's work bench. His table
saw is in the middle of the room, in a pile of sawdust from
shelves he built five years ago. Brian and I sit on a sleeping
bag opened up on the floor.
"Carl," my mother yells upstairs. "Are you coming?"
She starts to shove the dirty clothes into a corner. "God,
these walls give me a headache." She puts her hands on her
hips and looks around. "Oh damn, the dog. Carl," she yells
again, "can you get Theodore?"
A few minutes later, he comes down with Theodore
squealing in his arms. Theodore knows the basement can only
mean bad things. When my father sets him down, he heads
right back toward the staircase, he paws scratching on the
smooth floor. My mother grabs him and sets him in a clothes
basket, which confuses him more. Soon we hear a warm
hissing sound and liquid hitting the plastic.
"Oh for heaven's sakes, Theo," I say.
Brian sees I am embarrassed. "So," he says. "When is
this tornado thing going to be getting here?"
"Never know," my mother tells him. "Anytime now."
"Has one ever actually hit the house?"
"Well, no. But fifteen years ago a town twenty miles
from here was almost totally destroyed."
My mother took us there when it happened, so my sister
and I would understand. Six and ten then, we climbed through
the rubble, more interested in the two surviving dolls we found
than in learning our lesson about the strength, the mercilessness
of nature.
Upstairs, we hear the phone ring. No one moves. "Is
anyone going to get that?" Brian whispers to me. "My mother
said she might call here tonight."
"Mom, Brian thinks it's for him."
"They'll call back. Sorry, but we don't answer the phone
during storms."
Brian raises his eyebrows. So maybe, he is thinking, so
maybe I won't marry into this family after all. "You know,
Mrs Weber, they made a law a long time ago that all
telephones have to be grounded. You don't really need to
worry. Maybe you didn't hear about it?"
"That's fine for you," she says. "This is my house."
I get an old board game from the shelves, from the things
waiting for the garage sale we keep meaning to have. It is
called Careers. It was great when we were younger, moving
our plastic markers, pretending to have jobs and money and
responsibility. Now it is not so much fun.
We are halfway around the board — I have already made
it as a brain surgeon while Brian is still moonlighting his way
through truck school -- when the alarm starts going off at the
elementary school. It was put in to warn for bombs during the
Cuban Missile Crisis; now, tornadoes are the threat. We have
only ever heard it when it sounds for practice the first Monday
of every month. "Wow," I say. "This must be the real thing."
My mother is getting noticeably excited. She is thinking
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maybe this will be it, maybe the storm is finally coming for us
after all. On her hands and knees she moves past my father,
settling herself in the corner under his work counter.
My father doesn't even notice. The transistor radio is on,
the one they got twenty-five years ago for their first wedding
anniversary. It only picks up one station anymore, but it is the
only one my father needs. He is listening to the baseball game.
My mother can't understand how the Indians can keep playing,
when there is a storm coming so fast, so close.
I know he is secretly happy these times we come into the
basement, so he can get away from the computer in the den for
a while, to come rearrange the hammers he never uses, to
count his supply of nuts and bolts and write the total on the
clipboard inventory sheet. The total has been the same for five
years, since he finished making those shelves.
"Do we need to get under the table, too?" Brian asks.
"Stay where you are," I tell him. "We are going to be
fine."
By the time the lights begin to flicker, Theodore is asleep.
They had to call off the ballgame, so my father is snoring
softly on the old couch, his long feet dangling over the edge,
his hands folded over his chest. Brian and I have left Careers
on the floor and are flat on our backs, staring at the old furnace
pipes above us. When the lights are gone, he takes my hand
and holds it tightly. We are starting to get scared.
"I wonder," I whisper, "I wonder what the neighbors are
doing."
In the corner, my mother lights a candle. I turn my head
to see, but she doesn't look at us. Her eyes are intent on the
flame, reaching up high, almost singeing the wood on the
underside of the table. She is listening for the least sound,
wants to be the first to catch the faraway rumble. Her hands
are tight and braced, ready for the molten wax to fall.
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Mitzi Thomas

The Endless Fields
Like every morning, the bus came out of the east, swayed
just a little as it banked the curve and protested with squealing
brakes when the driver stopped its forward rush in front of
Michael's house. Michael had been watching for it from the
front window, and although he could see at least a mile in any
direction across the flat farmland that surrounded his home, he
waited until the bus stopped before reaching for his coat. He
had been ready for school for more than a half-hour, but didn't
hurry as he shrugged the coat on over his sweater.
Deliberately he pushed each silver snap together all the way up
to his neck, tucked a knit cap into his pocket and walked over
to the hall table to pick up his backpack. The bus sounded an
impatient horn for the delay in the schedule just as Michael
opened the front door. He shuffled down the sidewalk, kicking
an errant stone with his shoe, until the open door of the bus
commanded his entry. He noticed with satisfaction the bus
driver glaring at him and climbed the three steps into the
interior slowly for the sake of pushing the driver's patience to
the limit.
"Let's try to hustle a little more tomorrow, okay Mike?"
the driver said as Michael made his way down the aisle and
found a seat next to a group of other fourth grade boys.
"Hey, no problem, Mr. Campbell." Michael shouted
back over the drone of the engine. There was nothing the bus
drivers and teachers hated more, Michael knew, than a tenyear-old with a smart-aleck mouth.
"You oughta watch it, Mike," his seatmate warned.
"Aww, don't be an old lady."
"What's got into you, anyway? You got detention three
days last week. You want it again?"
"Look, mind your own beeswax, Jas. You're not my
mother." He leaned forward and laid the palm of his hand on
the head of the boy in front of him, then pounded with his fist.
"Oww!" the boy yelled and turned around. "Mike, you
idiot! Cut it out!" Michael looked up and met the eyes of the
bus driver in the rearview mirror. He figured that last bit
might be enough to put him on report.
"Okay, okay, sorry. I didn't know you guys were such
sissies."
He settled back against the green padded bus seat,
consciously detaching himself from the school-day chit-chat of
his friends, and watched blurred acres streak past his window.
The com stalks that had covered the fields like a forest this
summer stuck up in stubs, piercing the light blanket of snow in
straight rows. They stretched away from the road like
hundreds of individual paths, and each field connected to

another in what seemed to Michael to be endless miles of rows
and fields. He wondered how far away he could get just
walking along the rows.
He glanced at the boys sitting near him and imagined what
they might tell the teacher if he didn't appear in his seat at
8:15. He didn't think it mattered. They wouldn't check the
fields. He could get off the bus when it reached the school, he
thought, and start walking. Anyway, they couldn't check at
home. No one would be there; they were going to be in court
all day.
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Jim Palmer

FRIMM
DISBURDEN thyself, dear grandson, of your impression
that we Frimms are familia non gloria. Let not, my dear boy,
our present circumstances o'ershadow what we truly are, for
we are a family distinguished enough to rank us with any
Rockefeller, Mellon, Roosevelt or Guggenheim on the market.
Do not be ashamed that our collective cultural highlight is
enjoying a leisurely ale on the front porch. Granted, the
refrigerator in which we keep the aforementioned ale is on the
front porch with us, but chalk that up to a Frimmian value
which ranks convenience over aesthetics.
This virtue was exemplified by your great grand-uncle
Thomas Alva Frimm, who invented a car which ran on
excrement. Aesthetics were surely not his primary
consideration. Thanks to his ability to chuck the pleasurable in
favor of the practical, he was able to overcome every limiting
paradigm in the book. And it is my firm belief that this
amazing engine would have been one of mankind's greatest
benefactors had not the Victorian prudery of the early 20th
century made it impossible to market the thing.
Oh child of the loins of the child of my loins, we excel in
almost every other field as well. Military heroes? Boy, have
we never told you of Admiral John Paul "Fishbait" Frimm, the
hero of the Battle of Waukepetonsett Sound in the War of
1812? This maritime genius was a pioneer of regressive battle
tactics as demonstrated by his stirring quote, "I don't care how
big that man-o-war is, the fact that we're rowing gives us
greater maneuverability." Reintroducing the galley-ship was
his contribution to military science. Tragically, he died of a
freak accident off the coast of England after having his crew
row thirteen months across the Atlantic. He was planning a
sneak attack when he received word that the war had ended
some eight months before. He was advising his crew of these
joyous tidings when a boathook caught him from behind and
swept him from the boat, thereby giving his nickname an eerie
foreshadowing quality.
It is recorded, however, that the mackerel they caught
with him was the largest ever seen off Gloucester Bay.
Dear boy, I see you glancing amiss at the timbers shoring
up the side of the house, so as to keep the second floor from
collapsing into the kitchen. Merely another example of that
fine old Frimmian tradition of innovative architecture. Why,
consider Augusto Giovanni Frimmi, of the Italian branch of the
family, one of Pisa's most famous contractors. He saved more
money than any other builder in history by simply cutting back
a little on the foundations of some of his work, and look at the
result. Towers? A dime a dozen across Europe, but Pisa has

the only leaning one in existence. Your great-great-great-third
cousin fourteen times removed put Pisa on the map. Although
the citizens who had financed the tower reportedly lynched
poor Augusto, the revenues brought to his city by curious
tourists have softened public opinion in Pisa toward him
somewhat.
And in the field of scholastic achievement, we surely
cannot forget Henry Commager Frimm, the brilliant military
theorist who held the Sleinberg Chair of Early Modern Late
Renaissancial Militaristics at the University of Southern North
Carolina at Phipp's Crossing from 1912 to 1958. Possibly the
most exhaustive chronicler of military endeavor ever to have
lived, he could remember every detail of every battle. He
could quote the number of troops, the sorts of weapons used,
how long each weapon had been in use, the number of
cavalrymen, the condition of the horses, the generals involved,
lengthy biographies of each man whose decision influenced the
course of the battle; he built detailed models of the battlesite,
memorized each physical aspect of the locale that may have had
an influence on the battle, and every aspect of the locale that
had absolutely no influence on the battle and every aspect of
the locale that had absolutely no influence on the battle at all.
He could tell you where every soldier had grown up and how it
affected his prowess as a warrior. He could tell you what kind
of ammunition was being used and which foundry had smelted
it. In fact there was nothing he couldn't tell you about a battle,
except for his little habit of never quite remembering who had
won it.
There was the biographer, Andre Maurois Frimm, who
died only recently. His life work was the story of how a little
country boy from a backwater small town in Georgia, wearing
faded overalls, ruddy of cheek and bare of foot, cavorting
happily about with his black playmates, never happier than
when he was singing "Swannee River" at the top of his lungs as
he boated down the Okeefenokee became the dreaded emperor
of Soviet Russia. This epic tale died stillborn when Andre
discovered, to his horror, that Stalin had never set foot in the
United States and was in fact no proud son of Dixie whatsoever
and that there were in fact two Georgias. The discovery
devastated him and he spent the rest of his career vainly trying
to prove that Voltaire's Hasidic upbringing in the shtetls of
Poland was responsible for his disillusionment at an early age
with the New Testament.
Then there was the great Neo-Classical artiste of our
proud line, Eduardo De Camille Frimm, whose delicate blend
of Classical subjects and modern permissiveness both shocked
and titillated his public, as his works would today, had they not
been burned in Vienna. But the one engraving of his "Oedipus
and Lesbia Play 'Find the Minotaur' at Sodom" which survives
is one of the most truly inspiring pieces over which I have been
privileged to muse.
My dearest progeny, simply because we find ourselves
swilling slop on the front porch of a dilapidated shanty in
Blintkamp's Valley, Arkansas, is no reason to despair of your
station in life. We Frimms are the inheritors of a proud and
spirited heritage. Toss me another can of "Diabetic
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Thoroughbred Lite" as I search the dusty corridors of my
memory for more tales with which to regale you. And chase
those presumptuous swine out of the drawing-room. We
Frimms do, you realize, have a certain dignity to maintain.
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Rust
I was terrified sitting in the bucket seat of Katie's car.
The shocks absorbed my weight without complaining, but the
rusty floor boards flexed slightly, making me feel dizzy;
vertigo. Dangling above the ground at seventy miles an hour, I
was sure the rusted metal would collapse and I would disappear
underneath. Or, the gas fumes that I smelled, lacing my
clothing, were they coming up through the holes in the floor
board? Gaps through which I imagined seeing rocks, pebbles,
white painted lines, and cracks from rain, snow and sun,
smearing into a hazy sea so smooth it would skin my fingerslike her skin. If I touched her as I used to, I was sure, fate
being against me in my mind, the fumes would ignite from the
fire at the end of her cigarette. With a fiery death, burning by
her side, we would sink into a charcoal basement, to
promenade among the damp forest of hissing aged-cooper
pipes. I would take her again, this time with limbs warmed by
the furnaces of hell, and taste ashes on her breath.
"Steven, how did that last song go?"
"Wha...the last song...ahh...I think it went: in a world
full of nothing, though it's not love, it means something."
The debauchery of the concert left me feeling like a small
elf had crawled into my ear and was screaming at the top of his
lungs. Everyone had their arms raised, swaying with the tide
of music like slimy kelp-sick, I hate sea weed. The men next
to us were being all cool, smoking their herb and groping each
other. I was a bit disgusted. Smoke pot and float to the
surface. Katie and I danced and let the music fill us and let
our bodies sweat freely.
We were cold now. The air had no problem finding the
rusty holes in the car's body, its fingers teasing our legs into
goose pimples, as if someone who had been holding a cold
drink had grabbed our necks. Since it was July we didn't think
of turning on the heat. Her outfit didn't have much to keep her
warm, so she huddled down, bringing her free leg up to her
chest. I was just being a wimp, my black leather jacket, not
enough. She called the tight black jeans and black bikini top
with satin tassels her concert outfit.
"If I wore this anywhere else, people would call me a
tramp or something, and men would blame me if I got raped."
It wasn't the outfit, rather her body hidden by the tight
black cotton, that made me lust. The outfit was sexy but far
from inviting, making her all the more intimidating. We were
friends. But not always, simply because of the past cold
February nights we spent talking and kissing in her heatless
VW. We were over that month quick, but it was one of those
stupid infatuations—that like rust, never go away.

Amy M. Schnupp

Things We'll Tell Our Daughters
The winter I turned fifteen, we had a birthday party. A
group of us sat on the living room floor at Maria's house,
eating cake and pizza and complaining about how fat we were
becoming. It was our first year in high school and we were all
getting boyfriends; the junior and senior boys had started to
notice us. Trisha's was the best of all: a football player, who
had picked her the first day out of all the new girls. She had
already made out with him for two hours in the back of his
parents' station wagon. "I'm not saying a word," she said,
when we asked her about it. "You really wouldn't
understand."
Everyone else left at midnight, trudging out to the line of
waiting cars. The house was dark and quiet under a new layer
of snow as we climbed the stairs to Maria's room in the attic.
We turned off the light straight away and Maria got into her
bed. I slid into the old sleeping bag on the floor. The house
next door was close, its light shining in through the Venetian
blinds. As Maria reached up to her headboard, her fingers
were blue, slowly caressing the tiny spheres of the dangling
rosary. She thought I was asleep, but I was watching the
whole time: her fingers counting, her lips moving in silent,
rhythmic motion, speaking to no one.
It was six months later that I slept there again. The
school year was over; we were spending our days lying in the
sun, coming in at night brown and humid. We listened to
music and talked about what exact moment we would go back
to, if we could. The basketball game, I said, where I first saw
Craig. Where he stood behind me at the concession stand.
Where he breathed on my neck. No, she replied. I want that
Thursday. I think I want to do it over.
Maria was at John's when it happened. He took her
upstairs, at the beginning of The Cosby Show, when he
realized he's seen it before. They were back in front of the TV
for the final credits. The whole think took less than a half
hour. I asked her how it was. I needed to keep reminding
myself.
"Hell," she said finally, "I don't even know. He was on
top of me, it hurt, he wore a rubber."
I made a face.
"I know. I tried not to look."
She made him tell her for ten minutes before, how much
he loved her. The unspoken rule was it was not so bad, the
longer the two of you stayed together afterward. "Are you
going to break up with me?" she asked. "Ever."
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"My god, no," he said, lifting off her sweatshirt, "I've
told you a million times."
After Maria did it, she started going to confession again,
every week for a month, confessing the same sin over and
over. Here we were, months later. John was gone. Craig
was gone. We were wanting them to come back.
John had asked her to go on the pill. She was thinking
about doing it, so they could get back together. "I don't know
what to tell you," I said. "I might or I might not." Trisha, the
only one we knew actually on it, used to disappear every day
during English class, her hand cupped around the thin green
circle of plastic. We'd exchange knowing, sometimes envious
glances as we listened to her heels click down the hall to the
water fountain.
Now Maria is married. I spend the night all the time
because Vince works midnights. Before he pulls off the factory
in his pick-up, we sit and watch the news and drink diet soda.
After he leaves we are silly again, eating an entire bag of
Doritos and talking fast, without breathing almost. We talk
about Trisha, who married the quarterback, about Kristin, who
is on her second baby and say, ah thank god, we moved on.
In her husband's weight room, Maria finds boxes, an
entire shoe box filled with slips of paper from Vince's life
before he met her. "875-1120. Kelly. The one with the
tatoo." "Jessica. The Townhouse, bartender. 251-8603."
"632-1111. Dawn. The blonde, with big—." It's hard not to
laugh. "There were so many," Maria explains. "He had to
remember them somehow."
We go through all of them, giggling awkwardly.
When we are done, Maria takes the box back. "Oh, and
get this," she says her eyes narrowing in disbelief. "Five years
ago, Vince is in a bar. He wanders up to this woman. She's
older, he likes older women. So, they start talking. He finds
out she was his fifth-grade teacher. She has a few drinks, takes
him home. He screws her." She tries to laugh. "She even
made him talk dirty to her. He talked dirty to his fifth-grade
teacher, for god's sakes."
I am amazed. "Why does he tell you this?"
She shrugs. "I ask him."
But she told Vince he was her first. She had to. "Maybe
he was," she says now. "I can't really be sure."
"What do you mean, you can't be sure? You seemed to
think so back then. And John sure as hell seemed to know."
"I didn't look," she says. Her eyes are squinting and dark
on her white face. "He had a mirror by his bed, but I refused
to look. And I don't even remember feeling anything at all."
We have not decided how much we will tell. Our
mothers, of course, tried, said the right things. And our
daughters will listen only as well as we did. They will be
young, they will lose their childhood in a matter of months.
The best we can tell them is, don't look. Don't bleed. Ignore
the sound of the beads against the bouncing bed.
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Steven Marc Richard

Spit.
August 1991
The water splashed around the intrusion of saliva and
began its march of ripples over the calm, clear swimming pool;
conquering East and West and leaving the eyesight of the
bombadeer as it traveled North.
Richard lay face down on the diving board, his head and
arms dangling loosely over the sides, his fingers barely
avoiding the water he hung over. He stared purposefully into
the water, watching the patterns on the tiles below sway
hypnotically until he could no longer see where the water began
or even if there were any. He spit once again onto the calm
surface, watching as the disturbance quietly, almost politely,
upset the peace of the water, making the abrupt transition
between air and water visible again.
A young girl opened the sliding glass door and walked out
onto the patio. She was only sixteen, but she looked much
older. "Richard, what are you doing?" she asked with a hint of
amusement.
"Physically or mentally?" he asked without looking up.
"Uh, physically," she answered in confusion.
"Nothing."
"Mentally?"
"Everything."
Richard had been planning that response for quite some
time for such an occasion as this. He was not nearly as proud
of it as he had hoped he would be, however. He almost lost
his intent stare to a grimace as he realized the overstated
melodrama he had displayed instead of the mature intellectual
dialogue he had planned. He decided then that deep,
overwhelming, frigbteningly clever quotes (such as the one he
had just given) always look better on paper than they sound,
and he put that little quip inside his brain to be used for one of
his poems, or stories, perhaps.
"Do you want to go inside and get something to eat?" she
asked.
"Yes, but let's swim later," he answered. "It's a beautiful
night."
Shiela had never been in the habit of picking out nice
nights from rotton ones, so she hadn't really the noticed the
deep azure of the dusky sky or the peculiar brick-reddening of
the moon, but she responded favorably anyway, not wanting to
seem too superficial.
Richard picked himself up off of the diving board and
followed Shiela inside, spit dangling from his chin.

Richard dove into the food with false vigor to somehow
psychologically convince himself that it was worth eating, and
also to minimize the time spent doing so. Richard could
always impress himself with how well he could play tricks on
his brain to make his environment more enjoyable. Richard
was easily impressed.
A good example is Shiela. Richard was intrigued by
Shiela, but he wasn't sure why. It was true that she was
probably the most attractive girl he had met, but that had little
bearing on why he was there, since he was already deeply in
love with a girl he had met in college. She was a few years
older than him and a very experienced virgin.
Suddenly, breaking into Shiela's continual verbal
onslaught against the cruelty and unconstitutionality of high
school life, Richard abruptly shattered the boredom. "Have
you ever had sex?"
There was only a slight pause, but the expression and
redding of her face told Richard that she was somewhat taken
aback by his bluntless.
"Yes."
Richard apologized unconvincingly for prying, and
continued to pry further. For someone like Richard, who was
willing to lay out his heart and history for anyone to probe until
it hurt, Shiela seemed much too quiet. In a final effort to
change the subject, however, she explained.
"The last time I talked to a guy about things like this was
with Derek, and that was probably...that was a mistake. It
ended up leading to things I wasn't ready for. The worst part
is, he had probably planned it all along; getting me to open up
to him so he could use the information to his advantage, if you
know what I mean." Shiela stared out the window as if she
could see past the glare.
The information wasn't so vague that Richard couldn't
understand. In earlier days, Richard had used the same tactics
himself. He was surprised to see that the technique was so
common, but proud that he had left that type of manipulating
chicanery (disguised as curious concern) behind when he found
Catherine.
"I see what you mean," said Richard, a little too sane,
"but you must remember that I am not a 'guy'."
Shiela was obviously confused.
"By that, I would mean, of course, that I am not a typical
guy...or rather, the type of guy you're used to dealing with."
There was a pause of nervous decision, "I'm not out for your
body."
It was rather bold, not to mention awkward, proclamation,
and the expression that followed was difficult for Richard to
read. It was somewhere between relief and disappointment, but
Richard was not sure which was the most dominant.
The weather outside had grown unusually cold for July, so
Richard and Shiela had stayed inside, searching the refrigerator
for something to occupy themselves with while they searched
their minds for a reason to continue this conversation.
"So you're not a guy..." said Shiela with intentions.
Richard decided to keep silent until he knew what those
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intentions were.
"Well, since you seem to be pretty close, maybe you can
help me with something. Why are guys always such pricks?"
"Well...certainly not all..."
"Okay, then, just the ones I date. As soon as I go out
with someone, he's a prick."
Richard looked at the ceiling thoughtfully and let some
cold spaghetti slide down his throat. He weighed his next
statement carefully, and finally pieced the words together
eloquently enough to be understood (something which had
always been a problem with Richard).
"I would guess it's because you are a reasonably attractive
person. Bear with me. Now, attractive people have the ability
to attract other people, and other attractive people have
acquired the ability of being able to use people."
"Okay..." said Shiela, unsure where this train of thought
was heading.
"Which, assuming my theory holds true, leaves you with
two options. The first would be to learn how to play the game
even better than those who would try to use it against you, and
therefore maintain the upper hand."
"And the other?"
"To refuse to play the game. To treat other human beings
with the respect they deserve and refuse to see the field of
human relationships as a game. Or a battle."
Shiela thought about it for a few second and finally
admitted that he had a good point. Richard studied her
response and determined that what he was trying to tell her had
gotten through. A wise man would have left it at that. The
advice had been given and received, and that is as much as the
best of teachers can hope to accomplish. However, the
inexperienced need a report card, something to prove that their
lesson had been worthwhile.
"So, which path do you think you'll take?"
Shiela looked down at her cereal, and with a guilty pause
answered, "The first."
"I know," said Richard, and he began walking towards the
pool.
Suddenly, he stopped and turned to meet Shiela's
beautiful, twisted face.
"Uh, do you mind if I use your phone?"
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Amy M. Schnupp

Retreat of the Magyars
Diana had come alone, winding through the Pennsylvania
hills covered with October trees, sunlight streaming in through
the spotted rear windshield. "I could come with you," Luke
had said that morning, in that token way he had of saying
things, where she could hear in his voice that she was expected
to refuse.
She had tugged up her straight skirt to kneel down beside
him, kissing the nape of his neck. From the back, his skin so
white it seemed blue above the twisted sheets, he still looked
like a stranger in her bed. Like some growth that had sprung
up, silent and foreign, while she slept. "I am going to do
this," she has whispered against his hot skin, "and I am going
to be fine."
"But call me. I'll want to hear." He turned over and she
saw that it was Luke after all, smiling sleepily and reaching up
to her.
It was exactly three o'clock when she found the church,
going in the side door after the music had started and sitting
noisily in a hard pew. She had somehow expected to see her
up there, lying still with her blonde curls flattened against a
white sheet and her hard red nails tapping in time with the
piano. But there wasn't even a body to look at. She had a
hard time working up any emotion or believing that Sonya was
dead at all.
The service ended with her mother standing up front and
singing a slow Hungarian melody in her low, wavering voice
over the sounds of traffic outside. It was a familiar song, one
Aunt Sonya used to sing, painting her landscapes on the porch.
It reminded Diana of winter, and of the smell of oils that Sonya
would let her squeeze out of their tubes onto a glass palette.
There was an old man, hunched over in the back pew,
that Diana didn't notice until she was on her way out. His grey
suit was well-made and pressed and his hand rested on a wool
hat balanced on his knee. His eyes were staring ahead and not
moving. No one talked to him as they shuffled out.
She called Luke at his office, from the gas station.
"Are you okay?" he asked. "Do you need to talk?"
"The thing is, I'm not even upset at all." She was
bending her knees, trying to fix her lipstick in the distorted
silver reflection.
"Well, you weren't really that close to her."
"No, I was. It's not that. I just don't even feel like part
of the family now. It's like I showed up at the wrong funeral."
"Wishful thinking."
She laughed. "I miss you."
"Call me tomorrow. In the afternoon. You can call at

home."
"All right." She put back the receiver, then got into the
hot car and drove, feeling suddenly solemn.

Her grandmother's house was full of people. In the living
room, Diana made her way around the men and their sons
irreverently watching a football game.
"Hi, Daddy."
"Diana," her father said, standing awkwardly to kiss her.
"How was your trip?"
"All right. How have you been?"
As the men yelled at the screen, her father pulled Diana to
the side so he could watch the play. The tarnished gold urn
had been set on the television, with the TV Guide used as a
cushion. It was hard to believe Aunt Sonya was captured in
there, Sonya with her wide double-D strapped brassieres, her
huge rings and the mile-long cigarette holder that had been a
permanent fixture of her right hand. She expected her to float
out, genie-like, at any minute.
Her father turned to her as the instant replay ended. "Has
your mother seen you yet? She's in the kitchen."
The women had taken over the kitchen table and sat in the
orange glow from the low overhanging lamp. Crystal dishes of
nuts and little glasses of brandy were being passed round. All
the women smoked.
"Diana, darling, you made it," her mother said, and the
others echoed in muffled tones.
She made her way around the table, pressing her lips
against their upturned cheeks, smelling of powder and old
Shalimar. These women on the Hungarian side were fullbosomed and voluptuous. There was something gypsy about
them, the way their hips swayed and their mouths crinkled,
seeming game for anything. Diana was taller and straighter,
and her hair was a darker brown.
"Two questions," Diana said, sitting between her mother
and great-Aunt Edith. She pulled a cigarette from Edith's
crumpled pack of Pall Malls, under her mother's glare. "First,
why the hell is the urn on the TV?"
All the women snickered and moved their heads in the
direction of her grandmother; who, not even listening, was
cutting squares of torte, pulling the knife up into her thumb,
which after all these years was thick and rough and not going
to bleed for anything. "If it's on the TV," Aunt Evelyn said,
"she figures she won't lose it."
Diana fumbled with the lighter for a while. She smoked
so rarely. One should either not smoke at all or else be an
expert at it. Her grandmother and great-aunts had been
smoking since they were fifteen, since back in the old country.
Sonya had told her once that they used to sneak their father's
cigars.
"Number two, who was the man?"
They all stopped talking and looked over at Diana.
"What?"
"Who was the man? The one in the back, with the
expensive suit."
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"Oh." They looked to Marguerite, Diana's mother, to
answer.
"Well." Rite paused to extinguish her cigarette. "That
was a friend of your Aunt Sonya's. Mr. Simko."
"So why did we all ignore him?"
"Diana." Rite's voice was low and warning. Everyone
was watching with interest. "We didn't ignore him, it's just
that we...don't really know him. All right?"
"God," she said, after a few moments of realization. "I'm
twenty-six years old, I've heard of people having lovers before,
if that's what you mean." The way she said it reminded her of
a small child blurting out some just-learned dirty word, then
glancing around eagerly to guage the reaction. Even the TV
had shut up momentarily in affirming silence.
"She was just too independent," her grandmother said,
finally looking up. "Like you."
Diana smiled. "So. I'm happy."
Her grandmother nodded. "Oh sure, sure."
"It's not healthy," Edith said, "to be by yourself. To be
without a man."
"I can live this way," Diana said firmly, as if to convince
herself. "You could, too. You find that out. And you find
out things like, this way you can read all the books you want,
even read them while you're eating. You can get in your car
and just take off, like I did today. Not have to tell anyone
where you're going." Which, as Diana thought about it, wasn't
exactly true. She hadn't been gone twelve hours and had
already checked in with Luke. "Anyway, I thought Sonya had
a man. This Mr. Simko."
"And he had his wife, who got him on holidays and got
him at night."
Diana remembered herself as ten years old, following
Sonya around her apartment as she watered the plants in her
spike heels. "Why aren't you married?" Diana would ask.
Back then, she thought all women should be married.
"Because I don't need to be," Sonya had said. "Because I have
enough other people."
Edith grasped her wrist. "Child, listen to me. This went
on for forty years." Diana's eyes registered disbelief. "I'm
not saying I understood it. I kept telling her, Sonya, there are
other men."
Evelyn shook her head. "I don't get it. Why would you
stay around? And what about his wife? What was the point?"
Diana said softly, "You stay, because what you do get
from them is good. All expensive dinners and no dirty socks.
You stay, because after a while, you can't help it anymore."
Dear lord, what was she saying.
It seemed minutes passed, then there was a quiet sigh
from somewhere. Rite whispered. "Oh god, Diana."
"I didn't mean..." Diana finally shrugged a little,
resigned. "Well it happens, I guess. Sorry, Mom."
Her mother didn't move. "Who?" she said accusingly.
"Who the hell are you screwing around with?"
Diana shut her eyes, then picked up her glass and slowly
drained the brandy.
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The next day it turned cold. Diana ate a late breakfast with her
grandmother, then they drove across town to Sonya's
apartment. Her mother and Evelyn were already there,
opening curtains and dusting. Sonya had moved out a few
weeks before, to live with Edith and then finally to the hospital,
so the apartment looked clean and unlived in. Diana went to
the bedroom, where she had been instructed to fold Sonya's
clothes and put them in boxes to take for consignment.
The clothing was exclusively from a small boutique
downtown, where everything was sent from Europe and
customers were taken by appointment only. Diana had been
there with Sonya about five years ago to buy a cocktail dress.
Sonya had not even paid, had charged the seven hundred
dollars to some mysterious account. Diana had not asked, but
wondered where a secretary came up with funds like that.
Diana was still sorting, trying on the occasional fur coat
and sequined gown, when her mother came in.
"We're going to lunch. Are you coming?"
"No." She wasn't ready to deal with her mother yet.
"Bring me something back."
She finished up the boxes and set them by the front door.
Back in the bedroom, she called Luke.
"You know never to call collect," was the first thing he
said after accepting the call.
"I'm calling from Sonya's. I didn't really want to run up
a dead woman's phone bill."
"Fine. But how do I explain a collect call from
Pennsylvania?"
"I'm sorry, Luke. I'm sorry."
He paused. "Okay. So what are you doing? Are you
coming home soon?"
"I'm sorting through Sonya's things. I'll be home
tomorrow night, at the latest."
"Well, why don't you call then. Jenna has clients until
nine. It'll be easier to explain this if I keep it short."
"All right. Tomorrow evening, then."
"Have a safe trip."
She hung up the phone and lay down on the floor, staring
at the ceiling. Finally, she rolled over, looking under the bed
frame where a shallow box was stored. She slide it out.
On top was a photo album. Diana opened it, the pages
sticking together, then began to thumb through it slowly. The
first pictures were small, with pinked edges. Only the dates
were written underneath, in a handwriting she recognized from
Christmas cards. 1949. A small, bright-faced Sonya beside a
tall man at a party. They were holding a sign with BOLDOG
KAROCSONY spelled out in glitter and Sonya had garland in
her hair. She looked a little drunk. 1955. Sonya in a sweater
set, seated on the edge of a couch, her tiny ankles crossed. The
same man had his arm around her and her long cigarette was
dangerously close to catching his knee on fire. 1966. A faded
postcard of Hawaii. Pages of photos of Sonya in a flowered
swimsuit and bathing cap. A picture of Sonya lying in bed in
the hotel room, her shoulders brown and bare. 1972. Sonya
and the man and a little girl that Diana recognized as herself, at
some sort of carnival. He was reaching down to give her blue
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cotton candy. The pictures went on right until the end, with
Sonya acquiring more wrinkles and more fur coats. The last
picture was of Christmas again. The man from the funeral was
seated beside a pale Sonya, in front of the lighted tree. Her
hand was grasping his knee and neither was smiling. It was
just weeks later, Diana recalled, that Sonya went into the
hospital for tests.
When Diana heard the front door open, she put the album
back on top of the stacks of faded letters and replaced the lid.
She went into the living room.
Diana spent the evening playing Scrabble with her
grandmother. They smoked and drank the rest of the brandy
while carefully studying the yellowed letter tiles. Her
grandmother, who had not graduated from high school, easily
defeated Diana, who had been an English major in college.
She had been undefeated for thirty years.
"This is what I miss most." Her grandmother sighed.
"Playing this with Lou."
"I remember that. Sometimes he'd let me make up
words. Must be why you always won."
Her grandmother leaned back and stared at the table top.
"It has been sixteen years and he isn't gone yet. I still look
behind me, when I'm standing over there," she motioned to the
sink," washing dishes. I still feel him breathing on my neck."
Diana never really knew what to say when they talked
about Lou. After forty years of marriage, her grandmother had
spent the last sixteen alone, in the same house. She still
refused to rearrange the furniture or take his clothes out of the
closet.
When they had finished playing, Diana slid the letters into
the bottom of the box while her grandmother went into the
other room. She returned with a cigar box and dumped it out
on the table.
"What is it?"
"Sonya's jewelry. Take some and I'll give the rest to
Barb and Kati. God knows I don't need it."
Diana spread it out with her palm. Sonya had stored her
good rings and necklaces at a nearby bank. This was her Avon
jewelry. Diana chose a tarnished silver locket on a long chain
that hung down in the space between her breast. She struggled
for a while with the locket, finally getting it open. The interior
was empty, still shiny and new.
At midnight they cleared the table and shut off the lights
as they passed them on their way upstairs. On the landing, her
grandmother pulled her close.
"Diana." She stood back to look at her, staring for a long
time before speaking again. "I will be praying for you, that
you are happy."
"I am. I will be. Don't worry."
Her grandmother's white hair was coming out of the bun
and her mouth was tight with wrinkles. She looked old in the
dim light. "Well." She shrugged. "Goodnight."
Going into the bedroom, she closed the door quietly
behind her. Diana stood for a while. Through the wall, she
heard her grandmother settling into the empty queen-sized bed
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and finally switching off the light, after she had said a few
words to God.
Friday morning, her parents came and they all stood in the
driveway. Her father was bent over the trunk of the Civic,
carefully arranging the boxes and bags of Sonya's things.
Diana and her mother stood by the open car door, teetering
slightly in the cold wind.
"Diana," Rita said finally. "I want you to think about
this. I want you to think about what you are doing."
"Mother."
"No. Listen. Someday you may care, someday marriage
may mean something to you. Someday you may have a
husband you want to keep."
Diana bit her lip and turned away, staring at the blackbranched trees in the neighbor's yard that were quickly
becoming empty and brittle. "You're being awfully simplistic
about the whole thing. I didn't even want to tell you, you
know. You think there's always only one right way."
"Oh dear God, I didn't raise you this way." Rita stared
past Diana's shoulder, her thin red mouth quivering. "I didn't
raise my daughter to steal people's husbands. Please tell me
where you learned things like that, that it's okay to always just
take what you want."
"Mother." Diana tried to keep her voice even. "I have
my own life to live. All right? I don't want your life and god
knows I don't want your marriage. If I have to pay for it all
someday, that's my problem. Mine. It has nothing the hell to
do with how you raised me."
There was a slam as her father shut the trunk. He came
around the car, brushing his hands on his corduroys. "Well, I
guess you're ready."
Diana gave him a wincing smile. "Yeah. I'd better go."
Her father pulled her tightly against him, kissing her hair.
"You have a safe trip. And let us know about Thanksgiving."
"Okay. I'll call."
A few minutes later, after she had settled herself into the
car, readjusting the mirrors and finding a radio station, she
pulled out of the driveway. Shifting into first, she glanced
back. Her father had gone inside. Rita was still standing by
the steps, maintaining a precarious balance, her hands pushed
deep into her grey coat pockets. She stared at Diana as she
waited for the wind to pull her over.

Diana's mind was racing as she drove. Mother, what do you
really know about any of this? By the time you were my age,
your life was decided; no no damn it all I will not do what you
have done. You don't know Luke you don't know me you
don't know what goes on with us, the way he talks to me the
way he makes love to me the way, you are right, he won't
leave his wife.
Luke had told he after their first night together, "I won't
make you any promises."
They had been sitting in the back dark booth of a coffee
shop, with the sun about to come up, slivers of pink and orange
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sky creeping in through the dingy Venetian blinds. Diana was
shivering, trying to force too-hot coffee down her throat, trying
to figure out what she should say to a man who was about to
go home to his wife. "Good," she had said finally. "I don't
want any."
As she drove, she thought of Luke, and the same image
persisted, the one that had been haunting her for two days. A
close-up, the skin on his face transparent and finely lined with
wrinkles, his hair white and thinning. The lens widened: he
was seated, his wedding-ringed hand nervously smoothing the
crease in his suit pant leg, to the sound of an organ, to the
sound of a man's voice droning on. Up front Diana saw
herself lying still and white and emptied of blood. The rest of
the church was empty.
When she saw the Welcome to Ohio sign, she was jolted
back to reality. She swore loudly, until she found a rest stop a
few minutes later, pulled her car in and turned off the ignition.
She sat there for a while, staring at the leaves blowing and
scraping the tops of the picnic tables and the big bearded
truckers passing by on their way to the restrooms.
She didn't know what to do. Finally she put on her coat
and went inside to the pay phones to call Luke. Jenna
answered.
"Hello?"
"Is Luke there, please?" There was a long pause. Diana
thought quickly. "This is Mrs. Gordon, from the office."
"Oh." Jenna left the phone and called up the stairs for
Luke. Minutes passed, as Diana heard the sounds of food
frying and plates being arranged on the table.
Luke finally picked up the phone, from the extension in
the bedroom. The kitchen phone clicked as it was replaced.
"Hello?" He sounded puzzled.
"Luke. It's Diana."
She could hear his annoyed breathing. "You shouldn't do
this," he said. "You know better."
"I'm upset. I didn't know what else to do."
"I said you could call tonight. Jenna works late."
"Oh, I'm sorry I couldn't do this at a more convenient
time," she said tersely.
"It's not that. You know that's not fair, Diana. We can
talk about this tonight. Where are you, anyway?"
"It looks," she said slowly, "that I am on my way to
Cleveland."
"Ohio? What are you doing in Ohio?"
She sighed. "Somehow, I took seventy-six west instead of
east. I just crossed the Ohio border."
"Good lord, it'll take you forever to get home."
She leaned against the phone in the silent building, looking
outside to where the parking lot had emptied out She pictured
Luke in Connecticut, sitting anxiously on his bed, thinking
mostly of Jenna at the moment, Jenna who could open the door
at any moment and his game would be up. Tall, pale Luke,
who told Diana she was the smartest girl he had ever dated,
with the best teeth, the best jokes, who wrote him the best little
poems that he had to tear up right after he read them. The
Luke who loved her of course, but was willing to have
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someone else live in his house and have his children.
And so she decided. "I don't think I'm coming home."
"No," Luke told her, after he realized what she was
saying. "No, you cannot do this. You cannot leave this way."
"Yes, I can." She was suddenly sad. "Yes, I can, because
you're too much of a coward to come after me. I can, because
I will, because I've never really had any rights in this thing and
I plan to have some now. Do you realize I can't even call you
when I need you, that when I do I can't even use my own
damned name?"
He was quiet. "Give me a chance."
"I can't."
"Where are you going to go?"
"I'm not sure. Maybe I'll let you know sometime." And
because she didn't know what else to say, or have the strength
to say it, she let the receiver drop, swinging and bouncing
toward the ground from its thick silver cord.
She went outside and got in the car. Dazed, she sat for a
while, not knowing where to go. There was East, where Luke
was, where she could hole up in her apartment and think the
whole thing over. Maybe be a little more reasonable. There
was North, where she could drive to the lake, maybe right into
it, sinking quietly into the bottom and no one would notice in
time to have a funeral. There was back to Pennsylvania, to her
grandmother's, where she could find food and brandy and a
woman who had no one else either.
As it was, Diana didn't decide, just moved her car out and
kept driving straight ahead, pushing through all the wind,
through all the voices that kept drawing her back, back.
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One Painted Face
I love my grandmother. I really do. It's just that she is old,
and you know how grandmothers are... But 1 guess she means
well. She loves me too. She loves me very much. Maybe a
little too much though. And I suffer from it.
For as long as I can remember, both my parents had
always worked hard to make a decent living for the family.
We weren't poor; we just didn't have a car. I was entrusted to
Granny's care for most of my daylight hours because no school
functioned at night. My parents were public school teachers.
In those days, public school teachers were known as
government servants; it was the early years of the Party, and
the elected congressmen were humble enough then to go about
projecting an image that everyone working in the public
services were government servants. So the Prime Minister was
a servant, so were my mom and dad.
And as far as my memories can bring me, I was about
four; and if I was, Granny would be sixty-nine, working in a
gambling den and it would be exactly ten years ago. She
worked there three days a week, Friday through Sunday. She
would bring me with her to work every Friday afternoon and
home after the evening meal. Then she would disappear again
for the whole weekend, appearing on Monday morning to
relieve my parents of me. She told me once before that she
had been working there for more than thirty years. Thirty
years seemed like forever to me, it was certainly longer than
my lifetime.
So once a week, I would be led routinely into the
gambling den in Chinatown and would have fun running around
and exploring the world amidst the rustling of crisp satin pants
and silky white legs that glared from gowns slit as high as a
man's waist. Along with these elegantly scented legs were
painstakingly painted faces who smoked cigarettes on long
slender white-enameled filters.
Unfiltered cigarettes were smoked by coarse sullen
looking men in peak caps. Silver or gold coated filters were
used by clean-looking men in white shirts. When I was tall
enough, I would peer from behind their shoulders and through
the mist of their cigarettes to predict which card they would
next toss out. And when I wasn't tall enough, I climbed to
where I could watch the players or had one of the ladies carry
me up. Some of the ladies came with their men, and some of
the ladies worked of the den; one of such was Sister Ping.
Most women were either Sister or Aunt there, Granny was
Aunt Mui.
Ping was exceptionally beautiful, her fair complexion was
flawless and shone an almost child-like innocence. She had her

short silky black hair neatly tucked back with a silver band. It
was mostly from Ping's arm that I observed the world. From
that elevated point of view, I learned that there were mainly
three types of faces in a gambling den; the laughing, the
expressionless and the peering. From there too, I was able to
spy on Granny, and I guess where she could also see me when
she took a short break—just long enough to roll a pinch of red
tobacco into slender triangular stumps and smoked them. I
always watched fascinated as the bright-orange flame licked
into the tiny paper cone on her lips as she drew its vapor into
her chest deeply through half-closed eyes; when the brightness
in the flame receded, her eyes opened and ejected the greyish
smoke in a seedy stream through her nostrils which then
disintegrated into a misty cloud, ascending upwards and
disappearing into the dusty ceiling fan. I decided many years
later that I was fascinated with watching her because the actions
and the smoke were harmoniously a part of a melancholic
poetry. Once, when I was a little older, and thought that she
wasn't looking, I tried to roll it for myself, but soon discarded
it when I found that I didn't quite like the dry stale taste
lingering my tongue even after I spit out the smoke. I was too
young to understand the moral implications yet, and my parents
were too busy with life necessities. So I grew to like the den.
I liked the loud voices, the dusty air, the painted faces, and I
knew the card games.
Everyone in the gambling den gambled. Even those who
worked there gambled when they were off duty . Everyone
except my grandmother and me. I might have if the limited
reach of my arm could touch the squarish drawn boxes on the
green velvet table or if they would let me bet with the few
coins I had. I guess I didn't turn out eventually to be a
compulsive gambler because Granny showed me that it was
possible to be in the company of compulsive gamblers and not
become one.
"We don't have the money," she would sometimes
explain, and made sure that I didn't have enough too. She was
always quick to safe-keep any occasional tip I got from the
laughing faces. Other times she would say carelessly that she
didn't have the time. When I was older, and when she didn't
need to work in the den anymore, I once heard her remarked
that for each dollar you win in gambling, you have to be
prepared to lose nine. She couldn't have studied probability in
school-she never did go to school, but I suppose she was
probably right; hers was not mathematical theories confined in
classrooms, but rather a summarization of several decades of
observation.
Everyone who gambled prayed to the god. He was deep
red in color, enshrined in an awesome warrior armor, guarded
by two large, perpetually burning candles and sitting in a huge
red altar built into the wall. He was hailed by anyone who
walked in—whether it was the Bosses, fortune seekers, or
people who were simply fearful of him. Granny prayed to him
too. Every Friday, upon entering the den, she would light two
joss sticks, placed them between her palms and middle fingers
and nodded a few times before stabbing them into the urn on
the altar. I could have done the same if I wasn't scared stiff of
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seeing his face.
I never got my chance at striking it rich at the casino, but
nevertheless, I enjoyed those early years in the den. On one
occasion, I was zooming around in a fighter plane when I saw
Ping sitting by the casino table, tilted at an angle towards
where I was flying. She sat with an upright posture, and her
legs were crossed, raising the upper flap of her gown from the
lower which hung loosely over one of the legs on the chair.
Her snow white thigh attracted me, like full bloom roses in
spring beckoning me towards her. I zoomed over to her,
stopped, hesitantly raised my hand, and touched her, sensing
the warmth and tightness of her youth. She looked down,
seeing me, smiled, lifted me and sat me on her lap.
She was sitting in for someone. I knew because she was
on duty (her clothes told me that) and she could not gamble for
herself. Someone must have gone to ease himself or to answer
a telephone call. I wondered who, I didn't have to wait long to
find out.
He grunted, "How was the last hand?"
"We lost," Ping replied casually, then shrugging she
added, "some win, some lose."
"No woman's gonna lose my money and talk this--"
I never heard the last word in that statement. All I heard
at that point was a loud thud as his hand went full swing into
Ping's left ear. The impact lodged me under the table. There
was a momentary silence as I scrambled onto my feet and
peeked from under the table.
I was frightened, and from where I was, I saw that he was
one of the clean looking men in white shirts. He also had on a
cream suit and a black bow tie. I was puzzled; his clothes
didn't really fit his actions. Looking harder, I thought that his
looks didn't match his clothes either. An oversized mouth
carved into a broad jaw lurched in the shadow of his thick,
dark eyebrows, giving him a most fearsome look. I glanced
briefly across the altar.
Relieved that the god was still sitting there, I scoured the
den for the boys. They worked for the Bosses, but were
mostly unseen until there was some kind of trouble. I caught
sight of one of them, but saw him hesitating and looking
around—unsure of himself.
The clean looking man still held his gold-coated filter in
his hand. He looked about awkwardly. Perhaps it was this
awkwardness he felt that he threw the filter onto the floor and
proceeded to yank Ping up on her feet with a single hand
clamped to the base of her hair and neck. Then with his other
hand, he punched Ping full in her face. A silver sparkle sprang
from her head and landed on the floor. I picked it up. It was
her silver hair band. He looked about ready to punch Ping
again when I heard Granny's voice.
"Big Brother Seng—enough, enough..." I looked for the
voice and saw her running over. Grandmothers don't run, but
mine did. She ran for the public bus, ran across heavily
trafficked road, and ran after me when I decided that I didn't
need to hold her hand when crossing one. Now she was
running for Ping. She reached him and held his raised arm.
He was about to shake Granny off when he turned and saw her
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wrinkled face. He hesitated and Granny said, "So sorry! She
is young, she won't do it again." Ping was crying now, and
there were some murmurings from the crowd. Perhaps this Big
Brother was pacified, or perhaps the awkwardness of the
silence had left, so he jerked Ping off. He whispered
something into Granny's ear, and headed to the back room.
Later in the back room, where Ping was huddling over the
dressing table, Granny walked over to her and laid a hand on
her, a gesture that seemed to say "I understand... " or perhaps
it said, "This is life, our life."
That gesture had since remained vividly in my mind.
I had always wondered if Granny would go to heaven; not
only did she lead a dubious lifestyle, she actually despised
Christians. But I doubted if she would go to hell either, I
simply presumed that she did go to a different heaven from us
Christians. I knew I was a Christian because my parents
brought me to church on Sundays. I believe one of the reasons
why Granny despised Christians was because of the way we
prayed.
"Why bow your head when praying? Only the guilty
people do that." I remembered how she prayed; she stood
straight and tall before the altar, looking intently and fearlessly
into it with her head raised, reflecting the orange flicker from
the burning candles.
"Well, my Sunday school teacher did say that we all are
sinners. And so guilty that we'll go to hell unless we do
something about it." She would simply shrug to that answer.
"What do you pray about?" I asked her curiously. The
gamblers prayed for luck, the Bosses prayed for the gamblers
to lose, and the sisters prayed for rich masters.
"I pray that when I die, I'm beholden to nobody," she
said quietly.
I didn't understand what she meant then. It wasn't until
many years later when I found out that her husband (my
grandfather of course) was a compulsive gambler and had
embezzled a huge sum of money from the police treasury
where he happened to be their treasurer.
"I thought that if I returned all the money, they would
give back his job. He said they would."
Who the 'he' was, Granny was never too precise about,
but the 'they' never did give Granddad his job back, what they
did was to let him out of the jail though. He contracted
tuberculosis and died some years later. So Granny was left
with a huge debt which took her more than three decades to
clear. One could have mixed feelings about this. If Granddad
wasn't such a compulsive gambler, then they wouldn't even
have met, if they didn't, then where would I be?
It was when she stopped working about a year ago that I
noticed that she got frailer. She seemed to have lost an energy
source of some kind—the kind of energy to be 'beholden to
nobody.'
But no matter how feeble she got, she still prepared most
of my meals for me. I had always liked her cooking. Perhaps
it had something to do with the way she prepared it without the
use of any modern inventions, just a chopping knife and the
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Chinese wok. Even to mince meat, she would do it using the
chopping knife. It was a tedious process. She would stoop on
the floor and bashed at the chunk of meat on the wooden
chopping board with both her hands on the knife, until the
fineness and tenderness was just right.
It was to this dish of mince meat that I stormed hungrily
to when I got home from a soccer game. The minced meat
balls were carefully wrapped in cabbage cups. I gulped them
down and though they were a little bland. Granny must have
forgotten the salt. I was surprised that she wasn't visible
anywhere. Usually, she would sit by the dinner table and
watch me eat—causing much discomfort. And I would
normally avoid looking at her and try to finish my meal as
quickly as I could.
I finished up my dinner alone and went on to my room.
The house looked empty, my parents had gone for an evening
dinner or some school function. On passing Granny's door, I
heard some wheezing sound and went inside. Granny was
lying on the bed. She had not been feeling well the last few
days. I went over to her and tried to speak to her, but she
didn't answer. She looked very sick, and something told me to
get hold of an ambulance.
I picked her up from the bed. She wasn't heavy. I
rushed out of the apartment and ran towards the elevator and
jabbed at the button on the control panel. Then I looked down
at her, her head tilted back weakly against my arm, and I saw
her eyes, milky with age looking right back at me. She was
breathing heavily, in short gasps; something was blocking her
wind-pipe, causing her breath to whistle in a low eerie pitch
each time she exhaled. She looked old. Very old. The streaks
of black weren't where they used to be; her hair was all gray
now. It surprised me, I knew she was old, but I had not
realized how old she had become.
Oh God... please don't let her die... I have not returned
her love enough yet... She can't go yet...
The elevator door sliced open and I got inside. As the
door closed, her bladder failed, and I felt the warm liquid
trickled down my left arm and wet my shirt where my elbow
was. I didn't mind. It doesn't matter anymore. I looked at
her and she looked back at me. She didn't speak. She
couldn't—all the energy left in her was used to bring life into
her lungs. She knew she was urinating over me, her eyes said
it. But they weren't the eyes of embarrassment, more like eyes
reaching out weakly to me, clutching whatever love I had to
offer her in those very few and very last moments. She knew
than then I love her. Perhaps she had known it all along, but
then was the only time she could feel it.
I shifted her slightly to ease the strain on my arms as I
looked up at the lighted panel above the closed elevator door.
Come on... come on... hurry up. Granny has always
seemed eternal, she'll pull through this one. She will.
A set of flashing lights sparkling red and blue pulled up
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into the open air garage and my hopes lifted. A heavy-built
nurse clambered out of the front cab. She shoved her glasses
up her nose and eyed us approaching her ambulance.
"Ah, um... Lee Mui Lan?" she called after squinting at
the folder on her hand.
"Yes, yes..." I responded to my grandmother's almost
unfamiliar name. She opened the side door and I climbed in
and placed Granny on the stretcher bed inside. The nurse
climbed in with us and plunged on a seat next to the stretcher
just several inches away from me. The ambulance took off,
and a loud siren pierced the night as we went on our way. The
nurse pulled down a clear mask from above us and I watched
eagerly as she fixed it over Granny's face. The oxygen ought
to do something.
She was still looking at me, only her eyes were cloudier.
The oxygen mask fogged and cleared with each breath she
took. As the ambulance jolted towards the hospital, the
rhythmic fogging of her mask go slower and slower. I was
clutching her hands now... I thought I had tears in my eyes...
She died later that night. She died in my arms. She was
on the hospital bed, and I was holding her when the doctor and
the nurse came and tried to revive her; pumping electric shocks
into her. She didn't make it back.
I do not know how long I have been sitting with her but
the first colors of dawn edge through the slits in the blinds,
painting her face for the final time.
I straighten up and sigh. Yes, I really do love my
grandmother. It's just that I've not realized that fully enough
to return her love. The taste of mince meat cabbage which she
painfully prepared for me before she died will always linger on
my tongue. And I know, for as long as it's there, I will suffer
from her love. A love that hurts in the depths of my heart.
And the pain will remain there for many years until I have
children and grandchildren of my own when I will begin to
transform bits of this pain into loving them~as Granny had
loved me.

Thanks and appreciation to Nancy Dayton
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Miles
Exactly 1,060 miles lie between Aunt Shirley's house in
Glenwood Springs, Colorado and Grandma Polly's farm in
Gladewater, Texas. On mile 1,059 Jordy, my little sister
yelled, "WhlffllYTE SLUG BUGGY!" and popped me in the
upper arm for the fifteenth time. I had tried to be
understanding about the entertainment value Jordy placed on
Volkswagen bugs and sported a healthy looking bruise on my
right arm to prove my virtuous tolerance. On this round,
however, Jordy's aim had gotten a bit careless and her fist
socked my right breast with all the gentleness of a tennis ball
travelling at 30 miles per hour. Without thinking, I airblasted
my 200 mile old Carefree sugarless gum wad into her grinning
face.
Jordy didn't anticipate the attack at all, and I have to
admit I derived a great deal of personal satisfaction from her
expression and offended squeal. My father, Wald, of course,
didn't see it that way.
"Lauralyn! Get that gum off the upholstery!" he
bellowed, "I could swear sometimes my kids were born in a
stinking barn."
The gum was so old it couldn't have stuck to pavement if
I'd stepped on it, and its presence was quickly removed with
the shriveled Kleenex I had in my pocket. If you ask me,
Wald (that's what I call him in my head-it fits him better than
"Dad") was glad to find an excuse to escape from my mother's
rambling analysis of the injustices the neighbors have recently
been inflicting upon her. The gum offense gave him a reason
to act distracted for the remainder of the trip.
Wald turned off the freeway onto Hollyhock Road. Just
after the green and white interstate sign announced the
existence of 500 people in Gladewater, Texas. Texas is full of
little down home towns along wide highways. If you rubbed
your eyes while driving, you'd probably pass three of them and
never know the difference. In West Texas all you need to call
yourself a town is a few people, an oil well and a ptomaine
catalyst disguised as a BBQ shack.
Dad shifted down so that our overloaded van could climb
the hill on Hollyhock. We passed the pasture where my
grandparents kept their useless cows and pet horses.
Grandma's rancher sat at the highest point on her farm
surrounded by a scrubby lawn which, like the pasture, was
losing its battle with ragweed.
"We're here!" Jordy announced bouncing up and down
on the seat as our maroon minivan turned into Grandma's
gravel driveway.

"Prayze the Lord!" my mother, Leanna, raised her right
hand in toward heaven.
I rubbed the roof of my mouth with my tongue in order to
restrain myself from imitating my mother's sweet little
Christian woman voice. She uses the voice like a vacuum
cleaner attachment. I have my doubts as to whether God finds
it convincing.
As we drove up the driveway we were heralded by
Grandma's ever increasing collection of hysterical dogs.
"Someday," Wald threatened through his teeth, "someday,
I'm just going to run over all of them."
Nonetheless, he slowed the van to a crackling plod letting
seven dogs run frenzied in and about the tires.
Jordy was pressing her face to the tinted van window.
"Look at the black one—it wasn't here last time. Neither
was that poodle. I wish we had a dog."
"Jordy, stop smearing up the car windows and sit back,"
Wald commanded.
As we approached the house, my grandmother stuck her
head out her sliding glass door which allowed another dog and
two cats to escape.
"Fantastic. She still lets those stupid animals run in and
out of her house," Wald grouched.
"Walden, please. She's your mother."
"Glad to be home, Dad?" I remarked.
"This isn't my home. My home is in Lansing, Michigan,
with my wife, my two daughters and minus one petting zoo."
The van's forward creeping faded to nothing. We all
climbed out and stood wrinkled and unsteady after so many
miles on the road. Leanna hugged my grandmother and said
feminine things about being anxious to arrive, missing her so
much and the overwhelmingness of glad that comes with being
together once again.
"Hey!" I greeted my grandmother. I hugged her once
firm well-built frame and felt her cool velvet folds of skin on
my arms.
"Look at you," she cooed," Aren't you a sight! All
grown up and graduated!"
My mother patted me on the back, "Graduated near the
top of her class."
"Mom, I wasn't that near the top."
"Sure you were!" my grandmother protested. It's useless
to argue with those two so I stepped aside for Wald.
"Hello, mother. Glad to finally get here," he said
dutifully embracing her.
"Git!" my grandmother yelled at the dogs trying to climb
up their legs.

"His grandma dressed him up fine. He always turned
people's heads when he was a little boy," my grandmother
bragged.
"He still turns heads. Goes off to work every morning
dressed like a Philadelphia lawyer," Leanna smiled herself silly
and patted Wald on the shoulder of his plaid sport shirt.
"You listen to your Daddy, girls," my grandmother chided
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Jordy and me. "He knows what's what."
At that moment, I envied Jordy for being able to bury
herself in one of her stupid pre-teen series novels without
getting carsick. We'd been driving around Longview, Texas,
for the past forty-five minutes looking at old neighborhoods.
Grandma and Wald had lived there when he was growing up.
"Walden, turn down this street so we can show the girls
your old high school," my grandmother leaned forward in her
seat and gestured toward the right.
"It's getting kind of late, Mother, don't you think we
should be looking for some lunch?" my father replied.
"It'll only be a minute, Walden."
My father inhaled deeply—a reverse sigh—and signaled for
a right turn. The street we turned onto was lined with onestory brick homes separated from the street by identical
rectangle lawns and a worn sidewalk. Towards the end of the
second block, a two-story brick institutional building stood dark
windowed and vacant. The building owned no grass save for a
few hearty blades which had poked through the cracked
macadam courtyard where an empty flagpole and decaying
basketball backboard were planted. A high green chain link
fence bordered the courtyard and had apparently been
successful at keeping neighborhood vandals from breaking out
the windows. My Dad pulled up in front of the building where
the school's steps met the sidewalk and turned off the car.
"Seems kind of small for a high school," I remarked.
"Didn't you have a football field?"
"It was on the other side of the building," Wald replied
simply.
"Is it still there?"
"The township sold the land for houses ten years ago
when they stopped using the school for the special education
building," my grandma answered.
"What's the building used for now?"
"They used it for meetings and continuing education up
until they built the high school complex two years ago. The
township's selling it to a developer—for apartments or houses or
something. I think it'll have to be torn down. It doesn't meet
fire regulations anymore."
Although the temptation was almost irresistible, I
refrained from thanking grandma for the lovely experience of
sitting in front of a condemned building.
"Let's get out," Jordy suggested.
"Let's not," Wald answered.
"Why not?"
"There's nothing more to see."
"Did you like going to high school here?" I asked my
father just to prove my interest.
"It was all right. I don't remember disliking it. I enjoyed
playing in the band," he answered indifferently. "Mother, do
you know what happened to Mr. Cavaretti?"
"He died of a heart attack just a few years ago. His wife
live in Dallas now—near their daughter."
"Who was Mr. Cavaretti?" I asked.
"Your father's old band director," she told me." "He
really encouraged Walden to go into music."
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"The worship leader at church told me that he thinks
Walden is the best amateur trumpet player he's ever heard,"
Leanna piped up.
"Paul's a nice guy," Wald said.
"Now he's the one who can't read music, right?"
Grandma asked.
"That would be him."
"Why didn't you major in music, Dad?"
"It's hard for a Christian to be in music," my mother told
me. "So many of performers get started in nightclubs and
bars."
Wald didn't respond to my mother's commentary. Instead
he started the van suddenly.
"Let's go see the new high school. How do we get there,
Mother?
"I thought you were in a hurry to eat lunch," Leanna
poked Wald in his what tasteless people would call his "spare
tire."
Longview's new high school was a multimillion dollar
project. The main building was six times the size of the high
school my father attended. In addition, the school owned two
football fields, three soccer fields, a baseball diamond, and a
two huge gymnasiums. Everything from the athletic fields to
the near acre of yard in front of the school had been manicured
to a surreal waxy green. Even in the midst of a West Texas
summer drought sprinklers were irrigating the football field's
carpet of identically lengthed grass.
Wald drove around the main entrance of the school where
a landscaped embankment grew burgundy shrubbery in the
shape of the letters LHS. We rode past the embankment and
Wald parked the car abruptly.
"Did you bring your camera, Leanna?" he asked.
"It's in my purse."
"Then let's get out and take a picture."
I was not anxious at all to endure the West Texas July
heat to take a photo in front of the embankment.
"Dad," I tried to ask respectfully, "why?"
"This is my high school. I want a picture of my family in
front of my high school."
"Dad," I began patiently, "This is not your high school..."
"The shrubs say LHS-that's my high school. Get out of
the van."
Feeling as if I was standing in an oven, I posed between
my grandmother and Jordy while my mother snapped a picture.
Then she and I switched places. Once the camera was in my
hands I couldn't help narrating, "My family takes pictures of
schools nobody's gone to. We also take pictures at funerals
and ..."
"Lauralyn, take the picture," a threatening tone invaded
Wald's voice.
I recorded the moment on film. After a few more poses,
we all eagerly headed to climb back inside our air conditioned
haven. My father walked up behind me.
"Thanks for cooperating," he said, "This was important to
Grandma."
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I silently stepped in and slid the side door shut behind me.
Wald climbed into the driver's seat.
"Walden doesn't miss these summer days sweating in his
band uniform," my mother informed us jovially.
My father turned over the ignition.
After lunch at one of those diseased BBQ shacks where
my father consumed great quantities of meat and iced tea, my
grandmother asked if we could stop at the grocery store so that
she could pick up "a coupla things." My mother and Jordy
went inside with her.
Wald turned on the radio to a jazz station. He seemed to
be intent on the music as he stared out the windshield and
leaned on the steering wheel.
"Dad," I ventured after several minutes of jazz, "did you
ever regret not going into music?"
Wald continued to stare out the window selecting his
words hesitantly.
"Music's not the best thing to be in if you're trying to
support a family, unless you want to teach or go into the
ministry. I didn't want to do either."
I looked my father's thinning hair, the deepening lines in
his face and wanted to ask him why it had been so important
that we take a picture in from that high school. I wanted to
know why he let my mother and his mother talk for him and if
he ever wondered where he could have been without us. But
his eyes and arms seemed so tired and guarded that I held the
silence with him until Mom, Grandma and Jordy returned with
three sacks of groceries.
"How much money did you spend?" my father demanded
as Leanna slid open the van door.
Mom and Grandma were talking as usual, Jordy was
reading and Wald was driving.
"I know one thing that's different about these high schools
today. They have all this seeks ejecashun," Leanna had a way
of making certain words sound evil and filthy. "My friend
Jan..."
"The one that's overweight?"
"Well, yeah, that's her but she's not so much anymore.
"Anyway, she says that her boys told her that seeks
ejecashum just made them think about doowinit more."
"Is that right?"
"Yeah. That makes sense though. If you plant the idea in
their heads they're just gonna wanna try it. Now, Lauralyn,
we let her date, but only if we meet the boy first and only if
we know where they're going to be the whole time they're
out."
I stared at the passing signposts and let my mind caress
the memory of graduation night in the backseat of Shad
Saylor's car. We had gone "to get something to eat." The
drive-thru is wonderful invention.
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Drink All Sixteen Ounces
Taylor was nervously waiting for two o'clock, running up
the stairs to the digital clock in his bed room, the only one he
could tell time off. Then, back down the stairs, jumping over
the boxes in the hall, boxes full of clothes, dishes and knickknacks, to make sure the garage door was still open. Then, to
the window in the living room where the green couch used to
be. The blue sky was being eaten by thunder clouds. Back up
the stairs, one fifty-two. He counted on his fingers the eight
minutes left. Then over the boxes, to the garage, over to the
window.
Everything must be perfectly timed. Stealing soda out of
the garage with Stacie was a complicated game; getting caught
ended the game for good—taking without asking was a serious
crime. Until then the full Pepsi bottles were free, not that it
mattered any more. Today he had to get the soda and Stacie
the bottle opener; they rotated turns because swiping the bottle
opener wasn't fun, just necessary. Up the stairs, one fiftynine, the western sky darker, but since the August sun was
high, it was bright through the deathly still air. Maybe we'll
get a tornado thought Tyler; Mister Koznowski next door was
always talking about them, he would know. Right on time he
thought as he slipped out the screen door, shutting it gently
behind him. Two warm bottles in hand he slipped out the
garage, creeping in side yard grass, toward the back. The
biggest obstacle~Mom~was in the garden.
Peeking around the comer, Tyler listened to his mom sing
some Carole King song and watched her fill a basket with the
last tomatoes, green peppers, and green beans. The time
before, he snagged green peppers to go with the Pepsi, nothing
better than crunchy green peppers and soda. Mom's basket
was almost full, only a few more tomatos before she had to go
empty it in the kitchen sink. There's Stacie on the side of her
house. Tyler motioned to her and she nodded—she was waiting
for the same thing—Mom becoming more of a serious problem.
Thunder. They had to make it into the soybean field and crawl
to the forest on the left side, once inside they've made it.
The field behind the house covered a couple hundred acres
and though the farmer wouldn't have liked Tye and his friends
making paths through his beans, it didn't matter because they
only saw him at planting and harvest time. Mom was going
inside. The screen door snapped shut with some more thunder.
Wait, wait for the perfect time. Stacie bolted for the field and
hid herself behind a compost pile of grass clippings. Hope
she's got the opener. A deep breath as if about to jump into
cold water and Tye sprinted across the yard with the heavy
bottles, and plunged into the field. Crawl, crawl all the way,

don't stop, don't look back. He reached Stacie behind the
compost pile and stopped to catch his breath.
"She didn't see Tye, no one saw us."
"You got it?"
"Of course," she smiled, pulling with a freckled hand a
white cloth from her back pocket. She unwrapped the opener
and it glinted in the threatened sunlight.
"Great, put it away and let's get to the woods."
"Calm down, we've made it."
She wrapped the opener carefully and put it into her back
pocket, took one of the bottles and the lead. They crawled and
crawled and finally crawled through the secret hold in the
brambles under a mulberry tree.
The forest was cool and a slow but strong breeze was
moving the leaves. The sunlight changed color through the
leaves speckling the path with green-yellow moving lights.
They stood under-cover and had another rest, thievery was
stressful business. Tyler scoped the houses; no moms
suspiciously looking out screen doors. They had made it again,
this last time, they had made it. Moving deeper into the
woods, he felt more at east to talk in a normal voice because
the leaves drowned it out.
"Watch out for the poison ivy."
Stacie was always on the look out for the stuff, ever since
her sister got it all over her body, even on her private parts.
Anything with three leaves or any shiny leaf was cause for the
poison ivy alarm. For a while Tyler fell into this fear, but his
dad cleared him up during a walk.
"That's not poison ivy Stacie."
"Yes it is, it's got three leaves and they're shiny."
"Stacie, there is no such thing as a poison ivy tree," said
Tye, looking at the forty foot tree Stacie was making a wide
ark around.
"Yes there is , that's how my sister got it all over her
body. She said she was climbing a tree with three leaves."
The truth was that her sister rubbed the leaves all over her
body so she could miss school. She missed a week, but didn't
enjoy it.
"O.K., there is such thing as a poison ivy tree," said Tye
rolling his eyes.
The thunder was closer and the sun was flitting behind
small dark clouds. Tree limbs were starting to move as they
got toward the end of the forest. The forest was actually a
small wood about four times as long as it was wide, providing
the farmer with a natural fence between the field and the sub
division on the other side. A giant white oak stood at the end
with her children all around her. This was the rendezvous
point, the Pepsi drinking spot, a safe, familiar spot, and they
were almost there. The weather was starting to scare Stacie,
although she wouldn't admit it. Her walking was sharper, and
she turned her head with each roll of thunder. They had time,
they had time to spend secretly, the thunder was nothing. Tye
looked at the patch of African Violets—that's what they looked
like even if it wasn't what they were—a few mangy purple
heads sticking out of velvety leaves. It was late in the season
for violets, July had been better. The oak was barely affected
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by the wind, only the top branches. Tye gave it a hug. Rather
he pressed himself against it, secretly measuring himself to see
if he could reach farther around this time. He would have to
come back sometime when he was bigger.
Stacie slowly unwrapped the opener and handed it to
Taylor, she always let him open the first bottle, out of
kindness. The soda bubbled up in the bottle and spewed all
over her hands. The same happened to Stacie; their journey
had been rough. Tyler wanted to rush everything, say
everything, even hold her hand, stroking the freckles with his
thumb. But he sat in silence for a while, feeling stupid. A few
months before, his father had told the family they were moving
to Detroit. "Got a new job; this will be a good thing," Dad
said. Tyler had cried bitterly, and when he told Stacie they
cried bitterly together. They had talked a lot about it already;
there seemed nothing but small talk running through his mind
now.
"The Pepsi is hot, I don't know if I like it," said Stacie
making faces.
"You liked it last time."
"Yea, but it didn't taste this hot. Wonder if you'll have a
woods in Michigan."
"Mom said there wasn't, but there is a field, smaller
though."
Tyler's Pepsi bottle was half gone; sixteen ounces was a
lot. The storm was almost in the leaves, the sun was gone and
the woods had turned grey on the inside. Whole trees were
moving, scraping against each other. Neither Stacie nor Tyler
moved, the roots of the tree held them down. Finishing the
Pepsi was becoming hard, but it was obligatory, even if he
didn't enjoy it. A piece of rain hit Stacie on the nose. They
had to yell.
"Rain, rain go away and don't come back any other day
either," she sang. "I don't think its going to work. Why did it
have to rain today, tomorrow would have been much better."
"Mom says storms are a good omen."
"I don't think so. It's not fair."
The wind grew stronger and the clouds broke, the thunder
that shook the old oak was so close that their was no difference
between the flash and the crash. The rain was loud. Stacie
jumped up first, ready to run, they were already wet. No let's
not go yet, not yet, this can't be it. Tyler slugged the rest of
the soda.
"Come on Tye, are you crazy?
"No."
He grabbed her arm, kissed her on the lips like he
watched dad kiss mom when he came home from work. It was
strange.
"Stop, let's go."
"O.K. Let's leave the bottles here."
They were wet all over. Running over the path that was
turning to slippery mud, Tyler remembered Mr. Koznowski
asking him if he thought it was safe to sit under a tree during a
thunder storm. When he had answered yes, Mr. K. lectured
him about how lightning struck the highest things.
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